Flipping a Mathematics Classroom
Activity 1 – A journey from GCSE to Advanced Mathematics
Related mathematics
modules/areas

•
•
•
•

Calculus – (increasing/decreasing functions, Limit concept, Convergent and divergent sequences)
Mathematical Analysis,
Fractal Geometry,
Application of mathematical concepts in the real world and everyday life activities

Education strategy Pillars

•
•
•
•

Creativity skills,
Innovative teaching and learning,
Student-centred approach,
Research-Inspired-Teaching,

Support and Resources

Coventry University Education & Assessment
strategy to 2021

Starting with:

Clear communication with students:

1. Asking students to find the area and perimeter of the given equilateral triangle (side length is 𝑎).
2. Then, ask them to connect the midpoint of each edge, remove the middle triangle and find the area and perimeter of the result shape:
3. Next, ask them to repeat the same process for two or three more steps on the remaining triangles and find the area and perimeter of
the resulting shape (The Sierpinski Gasket):

•
•
•

Moodle is a good channel for this
purpose.
Flip mailing lists,
Sigma centre support

In this activity lecturers could perhaps
introduce Fractals to their students in
advance – in case they have not heard about
them before.
Pre-Session tasks

Fractal is an object which has three main
characteristics:

4. Then, if they can recognize any pattern in the sequence of perimeters and areas?
Step

Perimeter

First step – One triangle

Area

1- Self-similarity (either exact
statistical),
2- Complexity in microscopic scale,
3- Having non-integer dimension

Second step – Three triangles
Third step – Nine triangles
…

5. If they could compare them and explain similarities and differences between those sequences?
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or

Depends on the module and the topic you could use one of the following approaches:
Approach 1
•

Consider 10-15 minutes addressing students’
works on the pre-session tasks and
In calculus the pre-session tasks can be followed to a discussion on increasing and decreasing sequences. Students could work and
answering their questions.
collaborate with each other in small groups (4-5 students in each group) as follow:
1) Consider the sequence of the perimeters and areas discuss about any pattern - (recognising whether it is increasing or
decreasing)
2) Explain and justify the pattern that they recognised.
3) Compare the two sequences (the perimeters and the areas) and interpret that procedure – explaining the similarities or
differences.
4) Would they be able to use their previous mathematical knowledge (on formal definition of increasing& decreasing sequences)
to implement a mathematical solution for the pattern they recognised in each case.
5) Imagining and analysing the shape of the object at infinity.

During the session tasks

Then start with the suggested activities plus
your possible mini-lectures (at most 10-15
minutes long)
Do not try to give them any advice before
seeing them to actively engaged and stuck –
provide them with very informative,
constructive feedback including some
elements of feed forward.

This approach is providing you with 5 classroom activities of 10 -15 minutes each – (overall 50-75 minutes of active learning – from low
Make sure everyone in the group is
cognitive levels of thinking to high cognitive levels according to the Bloom’s taxonomy of thinking)
participating and have airtime to share
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- his/her ideas
Approach 2
•

In Mathematical analysis and advanced calculus, we might approach to some areas like or even more advanced approaches towards
objects of measure zero. In this approach the main focus would be on the areas.
1) Asking students to interpret the emerging pattern of the Sierpinski gasket. (For the lecturer: Observe to see if they have a
mental image of emerging more and more little triangles on the first place and then if they can see losing some part of the
object by removing the middle triangles in each step!)
2) Asking students to test and check the total area for some stages like the 25th or the 50th stage without knowing the total value
of the previous ones!
3) Then asking students to guess the area of the object at infinity and check and examine their conjecture.
4) Asking students to see if they can formally solve the problem and find the measure of the object (in this case area=measure)

This approach is providing you with 4 classroom activities of 10 -20 minutes each – (overall 50-80 minutes of active learning – from low
cognitive levels of thinking to high cognitive levels according to the Bloom’s taxonomy of thinking)
Post session

Ask students to spent about 10 minutes and reflect in their learning practice. How do they feel about it? Put a few words about their experience Ask students to share their feeling about
on Moodle page with regards to the session they just had.
their learning experience in this session on
Moodle.
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